Deliverable 7: Resource Map for Yale EPS

Our Deliverable this week is mostly sourced from a list of Yale University resources previously collated by the IDEA Committee (list found here). We have added a list (certainly not exhaustive) of other national/international affinity groups promoting inclusion in STEM and the geosciences.

To complement this list and better welcome new grad students or other members of the EPS community, our pod will also create or promote:

- A crowd-sourced Google spreadsheet guide to living in New Haven (in progress)
- An ongoing initiative to better define expectations of graduate mentors and mentees
- EPS grad students in our URGE pod expressed a desire for greater interaction and involvement with their dissertation committees. Many students felt they would be inconveniencing faculty by asking to meet more frequently than once per year. The students agreed that an expectation of semesterly meetings would better promote their research and professional development, and that message should be communicated to EPS faculty.

Yale University Resources

Here are links to DEI-related resources (websites, readings, organizations, etc.) from sources at Yale. These resources represent a range of perspectives and points of view, and are meant to be informative rather than prescriptive. We welcome suggestions from the EPS community for additions to this list.

Belonging at Yale

Vision for Improving Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging at Yale – slides from Prof. Larry Gladney’s colloquium talk to EPS.

Afro American Cultural Center

Asian American Cultural Center

La Casa Cultural: Latino Cultural Center

Native American Cultural Center

Office of International Students & Scholars

Office of LGBTQ Resources

Resources for Students to Address Discrimination and Harassment Concerns

Resource Office on Disabilities

Office for Graduate Student Development and Diversity

Sexual Harassment and Assault Response & Education (SHARE) Center
The Good Life Center
Yale Center for the Study of Race, Indigeneity, and Transnational Migration
Yale Veterans Network
Poorvu Center teaching resources
Yale Women’s Center
Yale Health Mental Health and Counseling
National/International STEM/Geoscience Affinity Groups:
SACNAS - Society for Advancement of Chicanos/Hispanics and Native Americans in Science
GeoLatinas
NAGB - National Association of Black Geoscientists
AISES - American Indian Science and Engineering Society
ESWN - Earth Science Women’s Network
IAGD - International Association for Geoscience Diversity - promoting access and inclusion for geoscientists with disabilities